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Outline


Original expectations



Exact solutions



Why “almost” doesn’t work



Measures of coupling



The emerging modern view
Thanks to (JN)3 :
Jamie Nagle, Jorge Noronha, Jaki Noronha-Hostler
for many useful discussions
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A “Strong” Hint (prior to QCD)


Hadron 'level' diagram

Hagedorn ~1968: Is there an ultimate temperature?
1500



The very rapid increase of hadron levels with mass
1000



~ equivalent to an exponential level density
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Which implies an “Ultimate Temperature” (!)

TH ~ 170 MeV

50
0

R. Hagedorn, Nuovo Cim. A56, 1027 (1968) ; S. Fraustchi, Phys. Rev. D3:2821-2834,1971
13-May-18
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Puzzles from pre-History


Huang and Weinberg (1970):
 Ultimate Temperature
and the Early Universe,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 25, 896 (1970)
 Difficulties in constructing
a consistent theory
of the early universe
with a limiting temperature
 Its own fine-tuning problem(s)


“A curious tentative view of
cosmic history emerges from
these considerations…
at earlier times (T~T0),
r was, once again, dominated
by non-relativistic baryons!”

• “…a veil, obscuring our view of the very beginning.”
13-May-18

Steven Weinberg, The First Three Minutes (1977)
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1973
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1973 = Birth of QCD



Gross, Politzer, Wilczek
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QCD’s Running Coupling “Constant”
Strong coupling 
non-perturbative
confinement
“infrared slavery”

 Weak coupling
perturbative
“asymptotic freedom”
13-May-18
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QCD’s Running Coupling “Constant”
Strong coupling 
non-perturbative
confinement
“infrared slavery”

 Weak coupling
perturbative
“asymptotic freedom”
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Q. What Sets the Scale ?


Simple answer – Quantum Mechanics:
ℏ c = 200 Mev-fm = 0.2 GeV-fm
So ℏ /(1 fm) = 200 MeV ~ light hadron masses



Deeper answer – vacuum condensate that establishes
confinement scale L ~ 200 MeV
12p

1
c
 S (Q ) 
~
L
 0.2 GeV
2
2
Q
Q
ro
(33  2 N F ) log( 2 ) log( 2 )
L
L
2
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Naming It
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It was quickly realized that asymptotic freedom would lead to
deconfined quarks and gluons at high densities and/or pressures:
Superdense Matter: Neutrons or Asymptotically Free Quarks?,
J.C. Collins and M.J. Perry, Phys. Rev. Lett. 34, 1353 (1975).


“We suggest that matter at such high densities is a quark soup.”

Hot Quark Soup,

L. Susskind, submitted to Phys. Rev. D (1978…)
available as http://slac.stanford.edu/pubs/slacpubs/2000/slac-pub-2070.pdf .


13-May-18

“At high temperatures a transition to a plasma-like phase occurs.”
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Shuryak publishes
first “review” of
thermal QCDand coins a phrase:
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Naming It
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Shuryak publishes
first “review” of
thermal QCDand coins a phrase:
“Because of the apparent
analogy with similar
phenomena in atomic
physics, we may call this
phase of matter
the QCD
(or quark-gluon) plasma.”

QGP
13-May-18
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“Plasma” Leads To Prejudice
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plasma is a state of matter similar to gas in which a certain
portion of the particles are ionized… plasma is a state of
matter similar to gas in which a certain portion of the particles
are ionized.

13-May-18
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plasma is a state of matter similar to gas in which a certain
portion of the particles are ionized… plasma is a state of
matter similar to gas in which a certain portion of the particles
are ionized.
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Q. What Temperature Is Required for
Deconfinement?
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I.e., How to compute location of transition from
A gas of hadrons at temperature T
to
A gas of deconfined quarks and gluons at T ?

A1: The only scale in QCD is LQCD Tc ~ LQCD
A2: Thermodynamics of phase equilibria
Compute the pressure P in each phase
The phase with the higher pressure wins

13-May-18

(See back-up for refresher on phase equilibria):
W.A. Zajc
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Needed Statistical Mechanics


For massless non-interacting bosons :
Number density

Energy density
Pressure

n(T ) 

1.202 3  T 
T  
2
p
2

3

p2 4
 (T )  T
30
1
p2 4
P (T )   (T ) 
T
3
90

Exercise: Convince
yourself this handy
pocket formal is
correct (in natural
units). Use it to
compute the density
of microwave
background photons
( T=2.7 K )

Per degree of freedom
Next steps: Counting degrees of freedom
13-May-18
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Counting Degrees of Freedom


Hadron 'level' diagram

Hadronic phase
Assume relevant T < 500 MeV
ndf = 3 (p-,p0,p+)

1500

1000

Mass
(MeV)

h

500



Quark-gluon phase
Gluons: ndf = 2s x 8c
= 16
Quarks: ndf = (7/8) x 2s x 2f x 2a x 3c = 21
Total
ndf
= 37
47.5 (3f)


13-May-18
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Bottom line: ndfQGP ~ 10 x ndfHadrons
W.A. Zajc

It’s a High Pressure Game
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Compare pressure of pion gas to that of a bag of q’s and g’s

13-May-18
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It’s a High Pressure Game


Compare pressure of pion gas to that of a bag of q’s and g’s



Nature selects system with higher pressure…

13-May-18
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Simple Model Result


For T > (0.68-0.72) B¼ ,
0.5

Pion Phase

PQGP > Pp
 a phase transition
to deconfined state


For

B¼

~ 200 MeV ,
TC ~ 140 MeV ,

with modest latent heat = 4B
13-May-18
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Damage Control


In reality, this is not such a great estimate:
Hadron side
Pions hardly massless relative to 140 MeV 
 Ignores exponential growth at higher T
 Ignores (strong!) interactions


QGP side
Strange quark neither massless nor massive
 Bag constant stand-in for QCD vacuum fluctuations
 Ignores (strong!) interactions




13-May-18

To do better
Program some of this in Mathematica
or
Calculate ~ 1 TeraFlops x 100 days ~ 1019 Flops

W.A. Zajc
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Lattice QCD



“Solve” the theory on a discrete space-time lattice
Requires massive (parallel) computing
Below slide from Derek Teaney

13-May-18
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Selected Lattice QCD Results (I)


The density of states really is exponential:
Density of States vs Energy
250
200

Number of 150
available
states 100
50
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

Mass (MeV)
(hand-compilation by WAZ c. 1995)
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Selected Lattice QCD Results (I)


The density of states really is exponential:

Nota Bene: This
plot for S=-1
strange mesons

only

13-May-18

J. Noronha-Hostler, arXiv:1612.07765

P.M. Lo et al., arXiv: 1507.06398
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Selected Lattice QCD Results (II)


The quark-antiquark potential is strongly modified at T > TH .
Infrared Slavery

Asymptotic Freedom

13-May-18

Y. Maezawa et al. arXiv:1112.2756
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Selected Lattice QCD Results (II)


The quark-antiquark potential is strongly modified at T > TH .

}
13-May-18

Y. Maezawa et al. arXiv:1112.2756

Arrows
indicate
twice the
free energy
of isolated
quarks

W.A. Zajc
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Selected Lattice QCD Results (III)








The pressure p, energy density  and entropy density s
all increase dramatically for T > ~ 140 MeV
Smooth crossover (like ionization
in forming regular plasma)
At low temperature,
LQCD results nicely consistent
with a Hadron Resonance Gas
(HRG) calculation containing
exponential increase of states
At high temperature,  /T4
approaches estimates from
counting free quarks and gluons

13-May-18

HotQCD Collaboration, arXiv:1407.6387
W.A. Zajc
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Selected Lattice QCD Results (III)








The pressure p, energy density  and entropy density s
all increase dramatically for T > ~ 140 MeV
Smooth crossover (like ionization
in forming regular plasma)
At low temperature,
LQCD results nicely consistent
with a Hadron Resonance Gas
(HRG) calculation containing
exponential increase of states
At high temperature,  /T4
approaches estimates from
counting free quarks and gluons

13-May-18

HotQCD Collaboration, arXiv:1407.6387
W.A. Zajc
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Resisting Temptation


First results from RHIC in 2000-2002
especially
thermal spectra indicative of
temperatures ~140 MeV (or higher)
Strong suppression
of high pT particles





Compelling evidence for
matter in this regime
Very tempting to identify
this with free quarks and gluons!

13-May-18
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Theoretical Guidance


13-May-18

1983: “an extended
quark-gluon plasma
within which the quarks are
deconfined and move
independently”
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Theoretical Guidance




13-May-18

1983: “an extended
quark-gluon plasma
within which the quarks are
deconfined and move
independently”

1989: “quark-gluon
plasma, in which hadrons
dissolve into a plasma of
quarks and gluons, which
are then free to move over
a large volume.”
W.A. Zajc
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Theoretical Guidance




13-May-18

1983: “an extended
quark-gluon plasma
within which the quarks are
deconfined and move
independently”

1989: “quark-gluon
plasma, in which hadrons
dissolve into a plasma of
quarks and gluons, which
are then free to move over
a large volume.”



2000: “Quarks and
gluons would then freely
roam within the volume
of the fireball created by
the collision.”
W.A. Zajc

Lead Us Not Into Temptation…






33

Those putatively “free” quarks and gluons exhibited
flow patterns consistent with ideal hydrodynamics

Ideal hydro 
viscosity set to zero
Zero viscosity limit 
infinite cross sections
between our “free”
quarks and gluons (!)

13-May-18

P.F. Kolb and U. Heinz, nucl-th/0305084
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Those putatively “free” quarks and gluons exhibited
flow patterns consistent with ideal hydrodynamics

Ideal hydro 
viscosity set to zero
Zero viscosity limit 
infinite cross sections
between our “free”
quarks and gluons (!)

13-May-18

~95% of hadrons
in this regime

P.F. Kolb and U. Heinz, nucl-th/0305084

W.A. Zajc
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A Funny Thing About Viscosity


Strong interactions imply small viscosity:
Viscosity h ~ Transverse momentum diffusion
~ n <p> l , n = number density
, <p> = mean momentum
, l = mean free path
= 1 / ns ,
s  cross section
So

h ~ n <p> l ~ <p> / s

Large inter-particle cross section  small viscosity
13-May-18
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A Perturbative Calculation for Viscosity




Lattice suggests deconfined quarks and gluons above Tc .
A harbinger of asymptotic freedom?
 Try perturbation in g, where


P. Arnold, G. Moore, Y. Yaffe, hep-ph/0010177

Leading-order result:

Small perturbative cross-sections (< mb)
produce a large viscosity
13-May-18
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A Perturbative Calculation for Viscosity




Lattice suggests deconfined quarks and gluons above Tc .
A harbinger of asymptotic freedom?
 Try perturbation in g, where


P. Arnold, G. Moore, Y. Yaffe, hep-ph/0010177

Leading-order result:

Aside: This result is often quoted as
“parametrically,

Small perturbative cross-sections (< mb)
produce a large viscosity
13-May-18

”

This is confusing,
well, more accurately, wrong.

W.A. Zajc
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Thinking Like a Physicist





Viscosity is a dimensionful quantity
 we must ask “Small or large compared to what? ”
Answer: Entropy density s
Motivation:
Relativistic F = ma results in terms containing
Thermodynamics (at zero chemical potential) 
So

13-May-18
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How Small Can We Make h/s ?


39

Recall
Viscosity h ~ Transverse momentum diffusion ~ n <p> l
Entropy density s ~ 4 n (massless non-interacting quanta)



Then

h
s

~

n p l
4n

1
~
p l
4



But uncertainty principle 



Which in turn implies

13-May-18
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Lost Knowledge (1985)


Miklos Gyulassy and Pawel Danielewicz:
Dissipative Phenomena
In Quark-Gluon Plasmas
P. Danielewicz, M. Gyulassy
Phys.Rev. D31, 53,1985.







noted restrictions on smallest allowed h :
Most restrictive:
l > ℏ /<p>



h>~n/3

But recall s = 4 n for
the quanta they were considering
 h/s > ℏ / (4 x 3) ~ ℏ / (4 p)

13-May-18
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Simultaneously in 2003-4


An estimate (bound?) on viscosity appeared from string theory’s
AdS/CFT correspondence:
A Viscosity Bound Conjecture,
P. Kovtun, D.T. Son, A.O. Starinets, hep-th/0405231

η


s 4p

 Very important to quantify departures from ideal hydrodynamics
13-May-18
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AdS / CFT in a Picture
 A hard

(stronglycoupled)
gauge
theory
calculation
is dual to
an easy
semiclassical
gravitational
calculation.

Conformal Field Theory
on the boundary

Anti de Sitter
space in the interior
Note: None of these figures are mine; links are embedded
with each on in the PowerPoint version of the talk; you
can
find all of them simply by searching on “AdS/CFT”
13-May-18

J. Maldacena, hep-th/9711200
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AdS / CFT in a Picture
 A hard

(stronglycoupled)
gauge
theory
calculation
is dual to
an easy
semiclassical
gravitational
calculation.

Note: None of these figures are mine; links are embedded
with each on in the PowerPoint version of the talk; you
can
find all of them simply by searching on “AdS/CFT”
13-May-18
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AdS / CFT in a Picture
 A hard

(stronglycoupled)
gauge
theory
calculation
is dual to
an easy
semiclassical
gravitational
calculation.

Note: None of these figures are mine; links are embedded
with each on in the PowerPoint version of the talk; you
can
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AdS / CFT in a Picture
 A hard

Graviton with
5-momentum k in bulk
satisfies kk = 0 

described by 4 numbers

(stronglycoupled)
gauge
theory
calculation
is dual to
an easy
semiclassical
gravitational
calculation.

Those 4 numbers
describe virtual gauge
quanta on 4-d
boundary

Note: None of these figures are mine; links are embedded
with each on in the PowerPoint version of the talk; you
can
find all of them simply by searching on “AdS/CFT”
13-May-18
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The (Assumed) Connection


Exploit Maldacena’s “D-dimensional strongly coupled gauge theory  (D+1)-dimensional stringy gravity”
Thermalize with massive black brane



Calculate



hmn

viscosity

h = “Area”/16pG

Am
An• Infinite
“Area” !



Normalize by entropy (density)



Dividing out



Conjectured



See “Viscosity in strongly interacting quantum field theories from black hole physics”,

s = “Area” / 4G

the infinite “areas” :

h

 1
( )
s
k 4p

to be a lower bound “for all relativistic quantum field theories at finite temperature
and zero chemical potential”.
P. Kovtun, D.T. Son, A.O. Starinets, Phys.Rev.Lett.94:111601, 2005, hep-th/0405231
J. Maldacena, hep-th/9711200

W.A. Zajc
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Implications


The bulk behavior of “strongly-coupled QGP” (sQGP) depends
only on s(T) and ℏ.
A true “quantum liquid”.



The observed very low value of h/s ~ 0.1-0.2  no quasiparticles!
Urs Wiedemann, Quark Matter 2012:
“This plasma is unique in that it does not carry quasi-particle excitations”
National Academy Decadal Survey:
“Does the QGP have a particulate description
at any length scale?”

13-May-18
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Another Lesson From AdS/CFT






The ”approach” observed to the non-interacting limit may be
misleading.
The Super Yang-Mills plasma
on the boundary in AdS/CFT
is in some sense
has infinitely strong coupling
But...

HotQCD Collaboration, arXiv:1407.6387
13-May-18
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Another Lesson From AdS/CFT






The ”approach” observed to the non-interacting limit may be
misleading.
The Super Yang-Mills plasma
on the boundary in AdS/CFT
is in some sense
has infinitely strong coupling
But
All the
difference in
the world !

HotQCD Collaboration, arXiv:1407.6387
13-May-18
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Asymptotic Freedom Redux


V(r) ~

a S (r)



QCD potential



But: QCD number density



13-May-18

The colloquial is not the physical:
r

~

a0
log(rL)r

a 0T

So – in a thermal system, Þ < V(r) >~
log(T
/
L)
the slow log(T/L) decrease in S
is overwhelmed by the fast increase in 1/r ~ T

 asymptotic freedom is asymptotic indeed !

W.A. Zajc

Strongly Coupled Plasmas


The absence of asymptotic freedom known long enough to be forgotten several times:
 1982: Gordon Baym, proceedings of Quark Matter ‘82:


A hint of trouble can be seem from the first order result for the entropy density (Nf = 3)
which turns negative for s > 1.1

19π 2
54
s (T ) 
{ 1αS (T) +... } T 4
9
19π

 1992: Berndt Mueller, Proc. of NATO Advanced Study Institute


For plasma conditions realistically obtainable in the nuclear collisions
(T ~250 MeV, g = (4ps) = 2) the effective gluon mass mg* ~ 300 MeV. We must conclude, therefore, that the notion of
almost free gluons (and quarks) in the high temperature phase of QCD is quite far from the truth. Certainly one has m g*
<< T when g <<1, but this condition is never really satisfied in QCD, because g ~ 1/2 even at the Planck scale (1019
GeV), and g<1 only at energies above 100 GeV.

 2002: Ulrich Heinz, Proceedings of PANIC conference:


Perturbative mechanisms seem unable to explain the phenomenologically
required very short thermalization time scale, pointing to strong non-perturbative dynamics in the QGP even at or above
2Tc.... The quark-hadron phase transition is arguably the most strongly coupled regime of QCD.

W.A. Zajc
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Recent Developments


New results on perturbative calculation of h/s :
Investigate sensitivity to subtraction scheme,
renormalization scale
Find NLO corrections are large
“The perturbative expansion
is problematic even for
T ~ 100 GeV…”
QCD Shear Viscosity at (Almost) NLO,
J. Ghiglieri, G. Moore and D. Teaney,
arXiv:1802:09535

13-May-18
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Hydrodynamics in Small Systems


Single hydro description provides “reasonable” simultaneous description of
v2(pT), v3(pT) and v4(pT) in p+p, p+Pb, and Pb+Pb:

R.D. Weller and P. Romatschke,
arXiv:1701:07145




“One fluid to rule them all…”
N.B.: Geometry initialized at constituent quark level
Recent review of collective behavior in small systems: J.L. Nagle and WAZ, arXiv:1801.03477
W.A. Zajc
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Recent Developments


Hydrodynamic behavior

thermalization

That is, applicability of hydrodynamics does not require thermalization


P. Romatschke, arXiv:1609.02820

and therefore

Should not be assumed to be evidence for thermalization

Reviews:
W. Florkowski, M.P. Heller, and M. Spalinski, arXiv:1707.02282
P. Romatschke and U. Romatschke, arXiv:1712.05815
13-May-18
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Recent Developments


Hydrodynamic behavior

thermalization

That is, applicability of hydrodynamics does not require thermalization


P. Romatschke, arXiv:1609.02820

and therefore

Should not be assumed to be evidence for thermalization


Instead – strongly-coupled systems
exhibit relaxation to universal attractors
for t > 0.7 / T
Reviews:

W. Florkowski, M.P. Heller, and M. Spalinski, arXiv:1707.02282
P. Romatschke and U. Romatschke, arXiv:1712.05815
13-May-18
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Open Questions



How does non-zero baryon chemical potential affect the fluid properties of QGP?
Are there experimentally accessible regimes where the plasma become weakly
coupled?
Can we use jets to probe the microscopic structure of QGP?
How can we understand the success of parton transport models that seemingly violate
quantum mechanical limits yet reproduce flow-like features in small systems?
Are there experimental observables sensitive to the nonhydro modes? Can they be
used to determine the associated relaxation parameters?
What is the smallest drop of QGP describable by relativistic viscous hydrodynamics?



Good News…











13-May-18
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Open Questions



How does non-zero baryon chemical potential affect the fluid properties of QGP?
Are there experimentally accessible regimes where the plasma become weakly
coupled?
Can we use jets to probe the microscopic structure of QGP?
How can we understand the success of parton transport models that seemingly violate
quantum mechanical limits yet reproduce flow-like features in small systems?
Are there experimental observables sensitive to the nonhydro modes? Can they be
used to determine the associated relaxation parameters?
What is the smallest drop of QGP describable by relativistic viscous hydrodynamics?



Good News: There is much work to be done!











13-May-18
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Thank You!
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Back-up

W.A. Zajc
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A Question




Why does the system select the higher pressure ?
After all, systems tend to ‘select’ the lowest energy…
Possible answers:
To get the right answer
Higher pressure pushes harder on lower pressure…
It’s more chaotic
2nd Law of Thermodynamics
Basic result in phase equilibria at fixed volume and temperature
 dS = - dF/T , F = Grand Potential = - P V
 Details provided in back-up slides


13-May-18
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Statistical Mechanics I


d 3r d 3 p
dN 
h3

Density of states:

(Incredibly ubiquitous and useful)






Boson occupation factor:

f B ( p) 

Fermion occupation factor:
Then

13-May-18

N
U

1

1
e ( E ( p) m ) / T
E ( p)
e ( E ( p) m ) / T

e ( E ( p ) m ) / T  1
1

f F ( p) 

d 3r d 3 p V
 3
3
1 h
h
d 3r d 3 p V
 3
3
1 h
h

e ( E ( p ) m ) / T  1

e
e

1
( E ( p ) m ) / T

E ( p)
( E ( p) m ) / T

d3 p
 1 h3
d3 p
 1 h3

W.A. Zajc
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Statistical Mechanics II


Huge simplification for (non-interacting)
massless quanta at zero chemical potential m .
Mathematics:  s ds  (a  1) (a  1)
a





es 1
s a ds
1
 e s  1  (1  2a )(a  1) (a  1)

Physics:

N B  (3) 3
3
nB (T ) 
 2 T , nF (T )  nB (T )
V
p
4
U B 3 (4) 4
7
 B (T ) 
 2 T ,  F (T )   B (T )
V
p
8


13-May-18

Mathematics:

p2
p4
 (2) 
,  (4) 
6
90

Exercise: “Prove” this

Exercise: “Prove” this

Exercise: Derive these
expressions using
relations above.

Exercise: “Prove” this.
(Either you know the
tricks or this will be
very challenging…
W.A. Zajc
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Thermodynamics I


U  Internal energy of a system
dU = dQ + dW (1st Law, energy conservation)
Always remember this
dU = T dS – p dV + m dN  U(S,V,N)
form, derive the rest



Enthalpy H  U + pV

dH = T dS + V dp + m dN  H(S,p,N)



Free Energy F  U - TS

dF = -S dT – p dV + m dN  F(S,T,N)



Gibbs Free Energy G  F + pV

dG = -S dT +V dp + m dN  G(T,p,N)



Grand Potential F  F – m N

dF = -S dT +V dp – N dm  F (T,p, m)
13-May-18
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Thermodynamics II




Hiding in the Legendre Transformation formalism is
some very useful physics:
Gibbs Free Energy G  F + pV = U – TS + pV
dG = -S dT +V dp + m dN  G(T,p,N)
So m = (G/N)T,p , which implies G ~ N
Environment fixes T and p
G(T,p,N)


13-May-18

G(T,p,dN)

G(T,p,N+dN)

So G = mN = U – TS –pV 

U = TS – pV + mN
W.A. Zajc
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Thermodynamics III











Now use U = TS – pV + mN together with
definition of grand potential F  F – m N :
F  F (T,p, m)  F – m N = U – TS – m N = -pV
Consider system at fixed (T,p, m) in equilibrium
with rest of universe:
Universe - System
dSTOT= dSS + dSU-S

System

T dSU-S = dUU-S +p dVU-S – m dNU-S
= dUU-S +
– m dNU-S (Since VU-S fixed )
Then dSTOT = dSS+(dUU-S – m dNU-S )/T
= (T dSS - dUS + m dNS )/T = - dF/T

13-May-18
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Exercise: Work
through this
argumentW.A. Zajc
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Alternative History


So the “perfect fluid” observed at RHIC with

η
~ 0.1 ħ
 
 s  RHIC
was immediately recognized as confirming the 1985
uncertainty principle estimate of Danielewicz and
Gyulassy


Except that’s not what happened…

13-May-18
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Instead …


In 2003-4 a new estimate (bound?) appeared from the AdS/CFT
correspondence
in string theory (!):
A Viscosity Bound Conjecture,
P. Kovtun, D.T. Son, A.O. Starinets,
hep-th/0405231

in a rigorous calculation with no (apparent)
appeal to the uncertainty principle.
13-May-18
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Theoretical Discovery 2003-4


An estimate (bound?) on viscosity appeared
from string theory’s AdS/CFT correspondence:
A Viscosity Bound Conjecture,
P. Kovtun, D.T. Son, A.O. Starinets,
hep-th/0405231 (1300+ citations!)

 Fundamental measure of strong coupling
 Cleanest result from gauge/gravity duality
 A measure of “quantum liquidity”
13-May-18
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Expectations circa 2000
• RHIC would create

a quark-gluon plasma;
a “gas”
of weakly coupled
quarks and gluons

• As encoded in the Nuclear Physics Wall Chart,
• http://www.lbl.gov/abc/wallchart/
13-May-18
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The Key Technique






Working at the
strongest
possible
coupling

RHIC

Tune temperature
to produce
~”most liquid” QGP
Cross sections as large as allowed by unitarity
(?)
• The Equation of State in 2+1 QCD, A. Bazavov et al., Phys. Rev. D90 094503 (2014),
arXiv:1407.6387

13-May-18
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